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The Member of Parliament for Caroni Central Dr Bhoendradatt Tewarie and members
of his staff recently donated items to the Couva/Tabaquite/Talparo Regional
Corporation (CTTRC), Couva for its Hurricane Relief Drive. The MP collaborated
with Business and Community groups to support residents of Caparo, Arena,
Preysal as well as to support the effort to bring relief to Dominica.
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On Friday, September 1, 2017 Caroni Central Member of Parliament
Dr Bhoendradatt Tewarie distributed school supplies to students.

• Thompson Road,
Palmiste
• Caparo Main Road
• Arena Road
• Siewdass Road
• Uquire Road

The Prime Minister's actions have put him
at the centre of all three "scandals" facing
his Government.
So claimed Caroni Central MP Dr Bhoe
Tewarie as hecommented on the
seabridge ﬁasco, the alleged undersupply
and overpayment for oil at Petrotrin, and
the Sandals investment.

Noting that then-opposition leader Rowley
and Butch Stewart, principal of Sandals,
were reported in the media as having met
well before the 2015 general election, the
Caroni Central MP said shortly after the
election Sandals emerged as one of the
Prime Ministers preferred investments for
Tobago.

Tewarie said, reﬂecting on the major
controversies, it struck him as "somewhat strange and,
perhaps, unprecedented, that Prime Minister Dr Keith
Rowley would be at the centre of all three scandals
based on things he has said and actions he has taken".

3. "Real estate said to be essential to a
Sandals development in Tobago was transferred to State
ownership from CL Financial without public knowledge
until the matter was raised by shareholders of the CL
group as an underpriced transfer of which they, the
shareholders, had not been aware," he said.

1. Tewarie said in giving testimony before the Joint
Select Committee (JSC) on the procurement of the
Ocean Flower II and Cabo Star , the Prime Minister
"revealed himself to be a central player in decisionmaking about the acquisition of vessels".

Stating that the Prime Minister was a principal champion
of the Tobago/Sandals project, Tewarie said it was being
presented to the population as a desirable tourism
investment and a done deal with details to be worked
out.

Rowley had told the JSC that he approved the charter
party agreement and then the Cabinet ratiﬁed his
approval, adding that this was not unusual in emergency
situations.

"Among the matters not yet revealed to the general
public are: which piece or pieces of land have been
agreed upon; cost to Sandals of such prime real estate;
quantum of investment by Sandals in the project as a
whole; itemised list of concessions to be granted by
Government and people of Trinidad and Tobago to
Sandals; extent of equity participation by the State or
local private sector interests: and, ﬁnally, the extent of
beneﬁcial interest likely to accrue to the people of Trinidad and Tobago on the basis of ﬁrm agreements," he
said.

2. In the Petrotrin matter, Tewarie noted that the Prime
Minister admitted that Nazim Baksh, the principal of
A&V Drilling, who is the subject of the investigation, is
his friend.
It is also a fact that Vidya Deokiesingh, the other party
named in this controversy, was a People's National
Movement (PNM) candidate in the 2015 general
election and that Rowley, as political leader of his party,
would have approved his selection as a party candidate,
Tewarie said.
Furthermore, he noted, Rowley would have recommended Allyson Baksh, daughter of Nazim Baksh, to the
President for appointment to the Senate.
The Prime Minister's close friendship with Baksh and his
direct involvement in selecting Deokiesingh as candidate
and Allyson Baksh as senator raised "legitimate
concerns" for which answers are due to the public, said
the MP.
Tewarie said Government has presented the Sandals
deal as a done deal to the population, but there is muchscepticism in the marketplace about it.

Tewarie, in examining what he sees as the Prime Minister's central role in the controversies, also referenced
Rowley's trip to Houston, Texas, earlier this year, when
the delegation did not include any public servants or
oﬃcials of National Gas Company. Yet agreements were
reached with at least one gas-producing company on the
price at which NGC would buy gas (which clearly aﬀects
the buying price of upstream gas for all suppliers), with
clear implications of higher prices for NGC-supplied gas
to all downstream companies from NGC.
Calling on the Prime Minister to explain and clarify his
role, Tewarie said Rowley had a responsibility to account
to citizens when doubt and opaqueness prevented
people from knowing and understanding the facts.
This story was written by Ria Taitt and carried in the
Express on Sep.26th, 2017.

The Member for Caroni Central held the Constituency's
Pre-Budget Consultation on Thursday 7th September at the
Caroni Central Constituency Office. The Forum was chaired
by Dr. Tewarie himself and included panelists from the
University of The West Indies (Dr Daren Conrad) and the
Chaguanas Chamber chairman of Industry and Commerce
Vishnu Charran and board member Billy Ali.
MP Tewarie began the discussion with a brief introduction
and an intervention by the audience interacting to bring their
views on what was relevant for a budget, how the opposition
should address their budget response and what has to happen
to get Trinidad and Tobago back on a path of economic
recovery.

The main points made by citizens of Caroni Central were:
(1) Action needed on Diversification of the economy
(2) Increase in taxes as the Government's main strategy for increasing revenue and its impact on citizens
(3) Exorbitant charges of the Banking Sector and their role in not promoting savings
(4) Political reality of the budget presentation since the Government ignores any and all recommendations
from the Opposition.
(5) Opposition should present an alternative budget for the Country to show citizens how to govern.
(6) Crime affecting local and foreign investments and worrying everybody.
(7) Opportunities for the youth are non existent.
(8) the possible re-establishment of the sugar industry and more support for the cocoa and coffee
industries.
(9) The Government's reduced allocation for Local Government and the absence of any Local Government
Reform.
MP for Caroni Central spoke
on our spending as compared
to what we earn and the fact
that we cannot sustain this,
our dependence on fossil
fuels and how to break that
dependence using interventions of construction, diversification,
infrastructure,
Public Private Partnerships
to diversify and be less
dependent on energy.
In addressing questions at
the end of presentations, Dr.
Tewarie spoke of reducing
the gap between the rich and
poor through house and land
and share ownership by
employees.

“Don’t give people toys with to play all over the place.
When crime is such a serious business drones must
support more comprehensive strategies.”

Increased cost of living, increased cost of
doing business, and more than likely, an
increase in crime. These are the predictions of former Planning Minister, Dr. Bhoe
Tewarie, who says the budget will bring
further contraction of the economy.

He concluded by emphasizing the need to reestablish confidence and strategic interventions for
Caroni Central MP Dr Bhoe Tewarie said in Parliament that the Opposition United National Congress
(UNC) is not the enemy but the 2017/2018 budget
will increase crime in TT.
Tewarie made these comments as he responded to
National Security Minister Edmund Dillon in the
budget debate in the House of Representatives.
He claimed the focus of the Government was “to
tell the population that we are the enemy.” After
rejecting that argument, Tewarie told Government
MPs, “Instead of declaring war, let’s bring the
murders down.”
He said after spending approximately $17 billion on
national security for the last two years, Government
has nothing to show for it. According to Tewarie,
the $17 billion equates to spending $17 million per
murder. He also expressed concern that the
country’s murder toll could exceed 400 for this year
and approach 500.
On a proposal to use drones in the fight against
crime, Tewarie said, “ this made no sense, if land,
sea and air are not properly covered.” He added,

Saying crime is hanging over TT like a cloud, Tewarie
claimed the budget is antibusiness. He agreed the
private sector should be encouraged to build more
houses. But he argued that higher taxes will curb
investments and reduce confidence further. However,
Tewarie rejected the proposal of a ministerial oversight committee to expedite the process of obtaining
building approvals from regulatory agencies. Noting
this committee would initially be chaired by Prime
Minister Dr Keith Rowley, Tewarie warned
it could open the door to political interference, patronage and corruption.
He warned the same thing could happen with a similar
committee proposed for agriculture. “This is madness.
This government is going loco,” Tewarie said. “It
wants to interfere in everything.”
He also claimed Government had “put the country in
a box” where the exchange rate is concerned. Tewarie
claimed in such a scenario, “devaluation becomes an
option you cannot avoid.”
The government is doing a lot of things wrong and its
hard to find anything that they are doing right. This
was very bad for our country said Dr. Tewarie.

The MP has asked the Minister of Education to
ensure that the 5mn allocated for the Preysal
Government Primary School is used for that
purpose this �iscal year.
He has also asked for works to be done on the
Flannagin Town RC School and Longdenville
Presbyterian to ensure the safety and security
of students.

The Honourable Member of Parliament Dr. Bhoendradatt Tewarie honoured members of his constituency at
Independence 2017. Awardees includes:
MARTHA GUEVERRA Since the age of nine (9) years Ms. Gueverra sold
milk from Chin Chin to Cunupia on foot. She presently owns and operates a
milk farm in Carlsen Field and now distributes to Nestle. She is a very
humble person who contributes to society by assisting with putting milk
many every household. She does a considerable amount of charitable work
for her church and continues to assist young people within her community
by initiating a Grow Box Programme with the Ministry of Agriculture by the
end of October, 2017 without any cost.
RAMGOPAUL ROOP has over 45 years of professional experience in the
Agricultural industry. He worked as an Agricultural Entrepreneur, Agricultural Extension Officer and Agricultural Consultant. Mr Ramgopaul is also
an experienced Development Advisor with a demonstrated history of
working in the international trade and development industry. At the age (70)
seventy Mr. Ramgopaul graduated with a Distinction from Edinburgh Napier
University in Scotland. He continue to be a true leader to our young people
within our community; proving that it’s never too late to follow your dreams.
KAMA MAHARAJ is Founder of Sacha Cosmetics, manufacturer of innovative products and sensational colors for multicultural women of all complexions. The most popular of his products are the flash-friendly Buttercup
Powder which is Amazon #1 Best-Seller in Face Powder. Over the years
Kama has been the recipient of many awards. Recently, he was selected as
the 2016 Ernst & Young Caribbean Entrepreneur of the Year, which was well
received by our community. Kama recently won an award in 2017 for Global
Entrepreneur of the Year Finals in Monaco. Kama Maharaj has continued to
contribute to our community by employing hundreds of person’s throughout
constituency and beyond. Caroni Central continues to support Kama
Maharaj as he continues to saw among Global Business Leaders.
PUNDIT KARRAN NANCOO received the Humming Bird Medal Gold in
2015. Mr Karran Nancoo has his Bachelors of Laws Degree (LLB), Degree
in Marketing and a Diploma in Hindu Theology just toM name a few .Mr
Karran Nancoo is presently a Justice of the Peace. He previously served as
an Alderman, Director of the Trinidad Academy, Director of National
Commission for Self Help Ltd, Director, Director of Pranava Educational
Institute, Director of Radio Shakti and a former journalist and Media
Manager of the Express, Newsday, Guardian. Mr Karran Nancoo is one of
the stalwarts of our community and he continues to be a pillar of our
DR. HUGH SKINNER is a professional Anthropologist who spent (3) three
years in Africa. He also visited Prague, London and Paris. Mr Skinner
previously worked as a Public Health Inspector, Journalist, Teacher, Farmer,
Therapist-Herbalist constituency. and Author of twelve books including his
bestseller book Wild Fruits, Vegetables and Other Guidelines of T&T and
many others. Dr Skinner observes the rules of reciprocity/ equivalence to be
true to himself. Dr Skinner continues to contribute to the Author’s list for our
country.

KAMA MAHARAJ

MR. SALIC REESAL

PUNDIT GAJENDRA KUMAR is a very humble devotee who is the founder
of the Lakshmi Narayan Temple since 2009. Pundit Kumar graduated with
history honors from the University of Delhi in India. Pundit Kumar also works
with the Divine Life Foundation nationally and international. The Lakshmi
Narayan temple has beautiful scenery with the Namaste Restaurant on its
compound, well known for its very tasty East Indian Cuisine. Pundit Kumar
Continues to be one of our model pundits within the constituency throughout the years. His temple on the heights of the Central Range is a source of
pride and a place of reverence.
MRS. ELEANOR BAKSH graduated from Corinth Teacher’s College and
The University of the West Indies with a certificate in Education, Educational
Administration in 1998. Formally, she was appointed as the Vice Principal of
Preysal Government Primary in 1995, Principal of Phoenix Park Government Primary School in 1999 and Longdenville Government Primary School
in 2001.Mrs Baksh previously won the choral speaking competition in
Caroni Regional Educational District and taught Common Entrance classes
for over 15 years and secured 1st and 2nd place in the Essay Competitions
in Caroni Regional Education District. She is the founder and president of
The Preysal Women’s Group since 1974. Mrs Baksh is a force to be
reckoned with as she continues to carry out noble deeds throughout Caroni
Central, working with other women in the community and helping children
especially.
MR. SALIC REESAL He started his business 38 years ago in the Hardware
Industry. Mr Reesal has extended into over 12 twelve disciplines in the
manufacturing sector, specializing in the construction industry. Over his
term as a proprietor he has employed over 100 to 200 persons in his
establishment. He served as a president on the Board of Directors for
several state corporations as well as the president of the Hardware Dealers
Co-operative Society of Trinidad and Tobago Limited for 5 years. Currently
Mr Reesal is the president of one of the leading Cricket Clubs in the
Caribbean (Preysal Sports Club ). Mr Reesal contributed socially and
economically to the needs of his community.
MR WAHID OGEER has served over 50 years within the Agricultural Sector.
Mr Ogeer has countless plans and ideas to elevate and expand person’s
appreciation for agriculture. He is very passionate about creating employment within the Agriculture Sector. Mr Ogeer has worked with the Women’s
Group from the Caroni Central Executive by teaching them to plant at his
Agriculture Training Institute in Freeport. Presently Mr Ogeer is working on
a project to harvest over three hundred thousand pounds of cassava,
eddoes etc .by January 2018; where more than one (1) million plants is
expected to be available without any cost for the public.

MR WAHID OGEER
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The Member of Parliament for Caroni Central Dr. Bhoendradatt Tewarie hosted the Second Annual Independence Classical
Singing Exposition. This was held at the Preysal Secondary School on the 20th August, 2017 at 3pm. Approximately 1800
persons attended , an increase on the 1500 who attended last year. MC Harold Narie, from 103fm, hosted an entertaining event.
Some featured artists included; Dubraj Persad, Cintra Sookhoo, Manmohen Gosyne, Lily Ramcharan, Naresh Boodram,
Jameer Hosein, Rawle Ranjitsingh, Raskesh Yankaran, Moonilal Gildharie, Ramesh Basdeo. The audience had a great time.

Residents of
Ojah Avenue
visited the Office of
the Member of
Parliament requesting
his assistance
to secure 4 loads
of material to carry out
road repairs;
Dr. Bhoendradatt Tewarie
together with
Councillor Anil Balram
delivered.

300 Feet of road paving
has been completed
at Nelson Road
Extension through
the collaborative efforts
of the Member of
Parliament for Caroni
Central, Councillor Anil
Baliram and the CTTRC
Couva.

Construction of 120 feet of box drain has been completed at
Preysal Crown Trace West. The Member of Parliament for
Caroni Central in collaboration with Councillor Anil Baliram
and the CTTRC Couva working together for the people.

Construction of 190 feet of slipper drain and road side crossing is currently underway at Lower Couva Road.
This project is a joint initiative of the Member of Parliament
for Caroni Caroni Central, Councilor Anil Baliram and the
Cttrc Couva.

Working together for the people of Caroni Central. Residents
of Freeport Village Road, Arena and La Cuesa were advised
that work on a roadside crossing would commence on Thursday (September 21) I am pleased to advise that this project has
begun.
To the residents of the affected areas thank you for your
patience as this project was executed.

Following numerous complaints from residents of Powdharie Road
with respect to street flooding the Member of Parliament for Caroni
Central Dr Bhoendradatt Tewarie worked together with Councillor for
Freeport/Chickland Anil Baliram and the CTTRC Couva to address
the issue.
A backhoe was engaged
to clean the river in an
effort to secure relief for
residents.

The river at Tewarie Circle
North was cleaned to bring
a measure of relief to
residents many of whom
are farmers and asked that
this watercourse be cleared.
The Office of the Member
of Parliament for Caroni
Central Dr Bhoendradatt
Tewarie together with Councillors Anil Baliram and Vishan Mohammed
worked together to ensure that this relief was secured for residents.

The La Cuesa River (Off
Ramdass Trace) was
recently cleaned in a joint
effort between the Member
of Parliament for Caroni
Central, Councillor Anil
Baliram and the CTTRC
Couva which provided
the excavator for the
drenching.

The Member of Parliament for Caroni Central Dr Bhoendradatt
Tewarie, together with members of his staff, Councillor John
Lezama and volunteers have been in the field for a third consecutive
day rendering assistance to residents who have been affected by the
heavy rainfall experienced during the period October the 19th 23rd. Assessments were conducted in Sharpe Road, Caparo Main
Road and Chickland Caparo Road to identify damages, this will be
verified by the CTTRC Couva and the information uploaded to
their database which will then be shared with the Ministry of Social
Development and Family Services.
150 hot meals were donated by the Living Water Community for
distribution to affected residents. Sandwiches were also distributed
to residents.

Divali night the Member of Parliament for Caroni
Central Dr Bhoendradatt Tewarie and Councillor
Anil Baliram visited parts of Preysal and Arena
affected by the heavy rainfall.
Councillors and field officers from Caroni Central
were in the field rendering assistance. Dr Tewarie
was in the field earlier that morning and was
monitoring the situation whilst in Parliament .

On Friday, October 27, 2017
Caroni Central Field Officer
Saleena Brahim visited
persons affected by the
heavy rainfall in Chickland
Caparo and Bancroft to
distribute hampers.
This visit was part of the
ongoing efforts of the
Member of Parliament for
Caroni Central
Dr. Bhoendradatt Tewarie
to provide assistance
to those who have been
negatively impacted by the
recent rainfall.

26th September 2017,
the UNC Parliamentary
Arm Meeting was held at
Couva South Hall,
Dr Bhoendradatt Tewarie,
Member of Parliament
for Caroni Centralmade
a presentation on policy
priorities moving forward.

UNC Congress Shiva Boys' Hindu
College Penal, clearing the way for
early leadership election.

Anything that was improved and
made more efficient and effective by
the People’s Partnership has gotten
worse under the PNM. The Airport,
Immigration, Passports, Airbridge,
Seabridge to Tobago, control of
serious crime, quality education,
planning for development, investment, entrepreneurship, innovation,
Procurement legislation, business
and consumer confidence, a spirit of
hope. Anything that remained the
same under Kamla Persad Bisessar
has deteriorated under Keith Rowley.
The
independent
institutions,
freedom of the media, tolerance for a
variety of views, respect for free
expression and for diversity.
And for anything done badly or
wrong under Kamla you have a
multiplied number under Rowley.
Cabo Star, Ocean Flower, Fake oil,
Sandals, increased interference by
Ministers in award of contracts, in the
public service process, in the Police
Service and in State institutions of
every kind.

The problem is not just that we are in
an economic sink hole, it is more that
the government does not have a plan
for getting out and will not listen to
anyone making a sensible contribution. The problem is not just arrogant,
contemptuous and dismissive
leadership.
It is moral decay on every front,
rottenness at every point, it is making
believe that our country is being
governed and that everything will be
all right even as we do nothing, it is
the escalating feeling that Trinidad
and Tobago is in reverse gear. The
problem is a vanished Christmas
spirit, a numbness about future
prospects as we enter the New Year
and a spiritual malaise that stalks the
land which makes an eruption or a
series of explosions possible without
warning at any time. It is the feeling
of collective helplessness on what to
do, how to intervene to make things
better, because we all know that we
deserve more and can do better,
because we are fed up as citizens
with politics and politicians and have
lost faith in the political system to
provide a leadership solution that will
guarantee security, unity, coherence,
purposefulness and progress for our
country. But remember these three
things among many important
considerations:

It is not just that the Rowley PNM is
doing so many things wrong, it is also
that they cannot get anything right.
With this current administration our
country and its people are dealing
with deterioration and potential
disaster on a daily basis as other
countries make progress and as the
future comes directly at us at the 1) Only a great people can make a
speed of light.
great nation. People from outside will
not do that for you. You cant
The problem is not money it is the outsource national development.
deterioration in the quality of governance. The problem is not revenue it 2) Democratic participation and
is where, and on what, the govern- assertion of democratic principles by
ment is chosing to spend the money. large numbers of people will not
make things worse it will definitely
The problem is not just that nothing is make things better. There is nothing
happening it is also that there is no to fear. All dictators are cowards who
clarity of direction and no one can can only weild power with force and
discern where we might be going.
can only rule if citizens lose heart
and spirit and refuse to fight back.
The problem is not the termination of
thousands of jobs for so many, it is 3) The sense of a deficit of leaderthat with no new investment and no ship in the conventional political
clear plan for development no new arena creates an opportunity for non
jobs are being created.
partisan individuals to assert their

point of view, make alliances with
other citizens and across the political
spectrum to put forward a vision for
the country that we would like to live
in and contribute to.
4) Good men and women must not
allow our country to be run by financiers and political bandits who manipulate the political party system and
benefit from the electoral process to
the detriment of an open democracy.
5) Youth have the most to lose from a
failed political system. Youth will lose
their future to backwardness and you
will lose your country and any
opportunity to contribute positively to
its development and to create a more
desirable society whichrewards
talent, merit, entrepreneurship and
innovation and which is respectful of
the rights of young people to help to
shape the future.
6) It is an abdication of personal and
social responsibility to watch your
country deteriorate slowly as it heads
for disaster and to do nothing about
it. It is a requirement of good citizenship that you standup and be
counted for positive action.
7) It is an intellectual cop out to
blame politicians for the problem and
to curse the system for the problem.
Who is going to do something about
it? You can change the politicians
and it is within your power to change
the system. But you can only do that
by
meaningful
participation.
Politicians will not make room for you
to participate unless they can control
the process. So citizens must insist
on on their right to participate and to
contribute so that they create space
for themselves where there is none
and so that they can give voice to
fresh ideas that are not limited by
partisan considerations. These are
realities of any power structure in any
society.
8) Let us together make 2018 the
People s Year for Real Democracy.
Let the collective, purposeful WILL of

the people prevail. Let us say NO to
backwardness. NO to authoritarianism and dictatorship. NO to a failed
economy. NO to endless recession
and NO to loss of jobs and income
for workers. NO to callousness
towards the poor and marginalized.
9) Let us say YES to democracy.
YES to freedom. YES to the
sovereignty of the people. YES to a
pathway out of the recession. YES to
economic recovery. YES to job and
income creation. YES to economic
growth. YES to business and
consumer confidence, more investment. YES to a clear pathway to
PROSPERITY WITH GREATER
EQUITY AND A CLEAR TRACK TO
THE END OF POVERTY.
10) Trinidad and Tobago is faced in
2018 with a clear choice between
OLIGARCHY (government by the
previleged few with money and
political power) DEMOCRACY(the
participation by and the assertion of
the WILL of the many) or ANARCHY
(unmanaged and unmanageable
revolt by pockets of disruptive
dissidents to no coherent purpose
except the destruction of what
exists).Let us choose democracy to
demolish oligarchy and to prevent
anarchy.
11) For us to make this decisive,
collective choice, responsible
citizens who are willing to stand up
because they are willing to fight for a
better country and more desirable
future for themselves, their children,
their grand children and their generations yet unborn need to come
together with national purpose and
with nationalist spirit to create ample
space for our people and our nation
in the world of progress and enlightenment, Science, Technology,
Entrepreneurship, Creativity and
Innovation.

Dr. Tewarie visited the Indian Trail Masjid. Dr.Tewarie joined them to celebrate Iftar which is one of the
religious observances of Ramadan and is often done as a community, with people gathering to break their
fast together. Iftar is usually itaken right after Maghrib time, which is around sunset.
Dr.Tewarie also visited the Palmiste Masjid together with councilors members of staff. Dr. Tewarie stated
that he was grateful and happy , "to break fast with you", the Muslim Community. "Who has contributed
immensely to the growth and development of Trinidad and Tobago.
Dr Tewarie also spoke about the raising crime situation and the execution of law enforcment officers.
" Crime is higher than it has ever been before ,our economy is in a collasping stage and the government of
Trinidad and Tobago is not doing anything about it". He said the we need to work together and bring our
creative minds and collaborate to assist in stabilising the economy. "With spiritual assistance and guidance, we are grateful for your community building and support".

The Member of Parliament Dr. Bhoe Tewarie
joined the members of the Polo Ground
Mandir in Preysal at their annual
Divali Celebration.
It was a wonderful evening of devotion and
celebration.
Congratulations to the management and
members of the mandir for another
excellent Divali celebration.

The Member of Parliament for Caroni
Central Dr Bhoendradatt Tewarie and
Mrs Tewarie accompanied by Coucillor
Anil Baliram attended the Divali
Celebrations at the Arena Recreation
Ground hosted by the Arena Youth
Group.
In delivering brief remarks Dr Tewarie
complimented members of Community
for coming together to celebrate the
triumph of good over evil and light over
darkness.
He wished everyone a peaceful and
blessed Divali.

Earlier this evening the Member of Parliament for Caroni Central Dr Bhoendradatt Tewarie and
Mrs Kamla Tewarie together with Councillor for Freeport/Chickland Anil Baliram attended the
Three Roads Mandir’s Annual Divali Celebrations.
The Annual celebrations included cultural performances by members of the Three Roads Youth
Group. The MP once again commended the Mandir’s management Committee for all of its
efforts in ensuring a successful event. He commended the Members of the Youth Group for all of
their work in preparing for tonight’s celebration and their desire to strengthen their community
through through culture.

On October 12th 2017, the Caroni Central Office had their Lakshmi Puja at the Office at 6:00pm.
The pundit who conducted the puja with Pundit Ravi Maharaj. The attendance was outstanding
we had approximately 120 attendees. Food and drinks were made available to constituents and
other attendees. Deyas were lit in front of the office symbolising the festival of light. In addition to
refreshments there was live entertainment, where a group sang bhajans. The main person who sang
was Anthony Batson ending a thoroughly enjoyable evening.

On Sunday, December 10, 2017 I had the pleasure of attending the Valley
Tigers Sports Club Annual Christmas Treat at the Valley Tigers Sports
Ground in Chickland, Caparo.
Those present, parents and children alike had a wonderful time and
enjoyed spending time with Santa who was present and ensured that
all children received a present.

On Sunday afternoon (December 3) the Member of Parliament Dr Bhoendradatt Tewarie had
the pleasure of joining the Central Division Community Police for a tree lighting ceremony at
the Edinburgh 500 Recreation Grounds. The ceremony was well attended my members of the
community.
The Trinidad and Tobago Police Service Band as well as 14 Youth Clubs from within the
Central Division performed. The Principal of the Montrose Government Primary School as
well as representatives of the U.S. Embassy Trinidad and Tobago we also in attendance.

On 18th December 2017, Dr. Tewarie gave out one hundred food
cards and approximately 100 hampers to constituents in need with
the help of Ministry of Social Development and private donors.

On the 16th December Dr Bhoendradatt Tewarie, Member of Parliament for Caroni Central hosted the
constituency’s annual Christmas treat at the Office of the Member of Parliament.
Joining Dr Tewarie was Santa and Elmo who were both on hand to distribute gifts to the children.
A wonderful afternoon was had by everyone present.

Natasha Whiteman of Jade Drive Edinburgh 500 said, “the MP helped me in
the time I was in need the most. I visited the office shortly after my husband passed
away, explained my situation and received immediate service. There I was given
assistance. When I thought there was no hope and the though of what I would give
my children for Christmas scared me, however the MP gave me a hamper along
with toys, Dr. Tewarie truly saved not only my Christmas but my loss of hope.”
Marilyn Oudhan of Bunsee Street Flanagin Town said, “ the first time when I

went to the MP for help for my grandchild, he assisted with back to school books,
also he helped me in getting a food card...When school closed last December I
received stationaries I truly appreciate what the MP has done for me.”

Lucy Black Burn of

2nd Onix Lat Edinburgh 500 said, “I get a hamper for
Christmas I think that was very good, because I have never received anything from
the Government and I think that is a good thing the MP do, thank you.”

Hema Balkaran

of Dam Road Longdenville said, “I went to the MP in
distress, he took my information and unlike them other government places I actually received a phone call informing me to come in and collect a temporary food
card and that he’s working on assisting me to get a permanent one from the Government. God bless Dr. Tewarie yes!”

Savitri Birbal of Mission Road Freeport said, “ The MP always helping me, I
get a TT Food card. When meh house get flooded he make sure and give me a
hamper and any little thing I need he tries to assist.”
Melissa Davis of

Montrose Chaguanas said, “Dr. Tewarie tried endlessly to
make sure my son got a transfer from Cunupia High Secondary School to Carapichaima East Secondary. I was so thankful that MP helped me get my son out of
that environment.”

Magaret Williams of Montrose Chaguanas said, “ Dr Tewarie is a very gener-

ous man he helped us out for the Christmas when things was hard, he’s a good
man.”

Message of gratitude from a Constituent
(19/10/2017)
"Good Morning Mr. MP & Team...I just
wanted to say thank you for visiting my
neighbour in Polo Ground Road Preysal
yesterday... It was a sad day for her and her
family.... you really are a great MP and you
took time out from your Divali Celebrations to visit with our community...Thank
You and God Bless you Always...

Message of gratitude from a Constituent
(22/09/2017) “Good morning honorable
MP. Just wanted to say thank you for the
yet another situation that was resolved
with your intervention.
Wednesday afternoon I came home to find
the traffic mirror installed. Many thanks
again and all my continued support for all
your endeavors in our community.”

Caroni Central Constituency Office
Lot B Corner Nelson & Mission Road Freeport.
Phone: 223-7184/ 223-7186
Montrose Sub Office (Opposite KFC Main Road Montrose)
Tel: 225-0382

mptewariecaronicentral@outlook.com

The members of the Three Roads Youth Group (a registered NGO group), embarked on a yet
another mission once again, in keeping in line with there motto "Service to humanity is service to
God." They brought relief, hope and smiles to the people of Caparo/Mamoral as they assisted
those affected by the recent devastating floods. On Sunday 29th October, 2017 we distributed over
150 food hampers, bread, cleaning supplies, drinking bottled water and personal hygiene items.
However, this could not have been possible without the support of all those who contributed. Hats
off to all our members who worked hard and endlessly to pull off such a huge event in just one
week time, a great effort indeed. Much appreciation was given to the MP Dr. Bhoendradatt
Tewarie, Councillor Anil Baliram and Councillor Ryan Rampersad, who walked with the group
and assisted in identifying the hard hit areas. This experience made the Caroni Central constituency stronger as a team and the MP is eager to serve again to lend a helping hand in time of need.

The Three Roads Youth Group entered the Prime Minister Best Village
Trophy Competition for the first time in 2017 and qualified for the finals.
On such and such a date they presented their play--Contentment is Happiness at the Southern Academy for the Performing Arts, I was pleased
to attend along with Councillor Anil Baliram and support these very
talented young men and women.
Congratulations to Taran Bickram and all members of the Three
Roads Youth. Three Roads placed 4th in the competition.

